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Until further notice, Doctor Melany Andino will be fulfilling the role of Harpy to the Domain. Until Miss.Lisper comes back 
and chooses (if she wants) to reclaim her title. 
DiDi Mezzanotte has been declared as Talon to the domain as of the next gathering and does not have authority to conduct 
Talon business until then. If she is declared as Talon ( it will depend on who is harpy at the time) 
Congratulations to Dissonance and Wamu for becoming Assistants to the Keeper!
Congratulations to Senechal Lukas Gladow! We expect great things from him as he assists the Prince in his already tedious 
and surely exhausting job!
Congratulations to David Smythe and Dissonance for their promotions to Primogen to their clans which will also be 
confirmed at the next gathering.! 
Congratulations Acting Harpy Melany as well for her promotion to Whip for her clan!

REMINDER: Primogens/Whips Duty is to their clan...Harpy/Talon is to their Domain. If any 
feel as though someone is not fulfilling their duties appropriately then report it! 
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Ezekiel Mezzanotte has been accused of 
breaking the first tradition. He admitted 
to seeing kindred activities to the church 
under his alt. ID Brother Love. Claiming 
that he was fine and that the human 
priest was his ally...but still needed a back 
up plan? This was all defended by his 
sister DiDi, who did not have an issue, it 
seemed, with his breach. As such has been 
WARNED by scourge archangel for this 
breach in the tradition. Now why would he 
still be walking free and alive you might 

be asking? Information seems to be the 
only saving grace this kindred has. 
Supposedly there is a hunters 
meeting…that only he and his sister 
seem to know the location of. As such, 
until it is figured out what is happening 
please refrain from openly feeding, or 
doing anything that may make it clear 
there is more to you than there is. There 
are multiple viewpoints to this but the 
main one is to BE SAFE and do not 
attract any unnecessary attention! 
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It seems like the Mezzanotte can't seem to catch a break when it 
comes to personal security..first being attacking in their 
uber..then being attacked outside of their nightclub THEN 
Primogen Ezekiel being attacked in transit to elysium?! It was 
discovered that a racoon planted a chemical bomb underneath 
the primogens car..which exploded and caused quite the 
commotion at the gathering i wonder who could have convinced 
the racoon to do something like that?.  Keeper Nora has pledged 
to make things right and do what she can to prevent the situation 
from happening...but that job seems to be put on hold 
considering ezekiel cashed in on his boon and requested her to 
leave ELysium for 6 months. 

Welcome to the domain the many new faces!  We have 
had an influx of new kindred in the city! Keeper Nora 
has been more than accommodating for new kindred 
and giving them a safe place to reside until they get in 
touch with their primogens or are able to get 
acknowledged. Some would call it a hostel, we call it 
hospitable. She does our city a service and shows our 
newcomers that our keeper truly cares for her visitors. 
As such she and her ward are there to welcome you all 
to the City Beautiful!
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It seems there is no love lost between Senechal Lukas (Toreador) and DiDi Mezzanotte(Ventrue) or Ezekiel 
Mezzanotte(Ventrue). As words were thrown back and forth about stations and knowing them...it seems as though Ezekiel 
feels entitled to a few opinions when it comes to the Court. He stated and i quote “The prince is under the yoke of the 
primogen council”. That came before a slew of disrespectful tones used towards the Senechal after He asked Mr. Mezzanotte 
about his plans for the hunters meeting and about what he told the church. And prior to all of this, he gave what seemed to 
be a rather offensive gift to the scourge archangel at least Elder Cierzo (Nos/Sheriff) thought so when the gift was publicly 
given in front of the entire gathering..moments before the explosion happened in the front of Elysium. One would think that 
this would worry everyone, however DiDi and Elder Tomasso mezzanotte didn't seem to worry that much, Didi stayed inside 
(which could be deemed absolutely understandable considering her being attacked not a week or so prior) but their elder 
seemed to disappear in the midst. I am sure there is a reason for all of this though, only time will tell! But it does beg the 
question Where is the prince in all of this though...one has to wonder...just some food for thought!
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Keeper Nora has shown us the Brujah stubborness is 
alive and well! While fullfilling her boon and exiting 
Elysium, it seems there is no lack of dwelling in Noras 
arsenal as she rolled into the Elysium sometime in the 
past few evenings with a large purple RV and set up 
shop in the parking lot of Elysium...which technically is 
not Elysium. Loopholes are fun sometimes aren't they? 
HOWEVER, After careful speculation and review.. I have 
seen that Ezekiel Mezzanotte Abused the use of his 
boon by banishing a kindred from the one place we are 
able to be safe. To take away our keeper from the 
Domain over something as trivial as a color and not 
giving Nora the chance to fulfill her promise before he 
acted was petty and childish. So as of today it is 
considered that 

The Keeper has fulfulled her Boon and will now 
be allowed to resume her duties to the Domain. 
And i as Harpy, publicly Apologize and offer a 
Major to Miss Nora for not noticing the problem 
before she was made to leave her station and 
the safety of Elysium. 

To all, this will not be tolerated again. Please 
keep in mind the ultimate goal is the safety and 
further progression of our kind..not to tear it 
down so the hunters can more easily pick us off.
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There has been an influx of kindred lately!! Asi said 
before WELCOME! But i feel as though it should be 
stated due to recent security issues with Hunters as 
well as the safety of those who are unacknowledged. It 
is wise for you to be either around your acknowledged 
clan mates (preferably your primogen) or to stay 
around Elysium. There is no guarantee of your safety 
from anyone without acknowledgment from the prince. 
You are not protected by his rule if you are 
unacknowledged. The Scourge is very good at his job 
and takes it seriously. Please be advised to abide by the 
correct protocol.

Hunters have seemed to invade out beloved home! 
From the attack on the vault to the meeting mentioned 
by Ezekiel Mezzanotte. Supposedly they know what we 
look like and have hours upon hours of video 
surveillance they received or obtained (i wonder 
how?!).This calls for a serious revamp of security 
protocol and the Senechal and Prince are working on 
one that will hopefully lure the hunters away so we can 
continue to live our eternity in peace. Please have faith 
as our Prince and Senechal have only the safety and 
best interest of us all in mind!

SAFETY FIRST


